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Importance of Skin Analysis

○ Confirms condition and skin type

○ Provides information on client guidance

○ Helps you to understand healing time

○ Determines depth of treatment needed



7 Points to Stay Focused
• Vascularity

• Fitzpatrick Scale

• Glogau Classification

• Volume of Skin 

• Depth of Hyperpigmentation

• Hydration 

• Sebaceous Activity



VASCULARITY
This term refers to amount of blood flow that can access the
epidermis through the dermis from the body. There are two names
for the extremes of vascularity in the skin:

HYPERVASCULAR
Receives blood flow readily through the dermis. The skin flushes
easily. Sensory nerve endings are more sensitive due to increased
circulation. Healing time will be faster after the treatment.

HYPOVASCULAR
Does not receive blood flow easily. Sensory nerve endings will be
less sensitive and client will appear to have a high pain tolerance.
Healing time will be slower after treatment.

Normal Vascularity: After excessive manipulation redness or flushing
will occur but fades quickly.
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Presentation Notes
Vascularity is the amount of circulation or how easily your skin brings circulation to the surface. CategoriesHyper Vascular: Skin readily brings circulation to the surface. Super sensitive; I brush up against you or a slight pinch and you flush red and stay red and flushed for an extended period of time. Physically sensitive. Flushes during cleansing. Hypo Vascular: Skin does not readily brings circulation to the surface. Pinch, press and not flushing or redness of the skin. Normal Vascularity: After excessive manipulation redness or flushing will occur but fades quickly. There are a couple reasons we need to know vascularity. If you are hyper-vascular, your sensory receptors are going to be more sensitive. This client is going to feel more “tingle” and higher activity. We know this absolutely and can prepare the client and set their expectations. This client is also going to have less down time. They are going to heal faster, their skin is going to snap back quicker because their skin gets regular circulation. Healing and would repair is a lot faster. The hypo-vascular client is someone who is not drawing circulation to the surface. Estheticians have to be more cautious with this client because they will not feel activity as so the estheticianis performing professional treatments. Watch for the circulation or negative reactions. You cannot just ask the client what they feel because their feelings are subjective. Not feeling anything doesn’t mean they can tolerate more layers or a more aggressive treatment. It just means they are not as sensitive to sensation. This client does not heal as fast. Vascularity gives us an immediate pulse on the exsected down time and the expected sensation the client will feel during the treatment.  



How to Asses Vascularity

• Pinch Test
• Skin will blanch and flush

• During Cleansing
• Skin will flush



FITZPATRICK
Critical in determining treatment selection, tolerance level and final 
healing results

I
Very fair; red or blonde hair; blue eyes; freckles likely. Always burns, 
never tans
II
Fair skin; brown, green or hazel eyes; deep blonde or brown hair. 
Burns easily
III
More even melanin production; fair with any color eyes or hair color; 
Will burn but tan.
IV
Medium pigmentation; Rarely burns; gradually tans
V
Medium to Deep pigmentation; rarely sun sensitive; Tans quick and 
easily
VI
Deep Pigmentation; rarely sun sensitive; Tans well



Ask Questions

• How quickly do you turn pink when exposed to sunlight?

• Do you tan? 

• What is your family history?

• What is the degree of photodamage?

• How does your skin react to injury?

• How quickly does your skin heal?



GLOGAU SCALE

Created by a dermatologist to objectively determine the 
amount of photoaging present on the skin.

Type I: no wrinkles (early photoaging)

Type II: wrinkles in motion (early to moderate photoaging)

Type III: wrinkles at rest (advanced photoaging)

Type IV: only wrinkles (severe photoaging)
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Presentation Notes
The Glogau Classification system was developed to help determine a scale for wrinkles and is critical to determine the type of photoaging present. This scale has been used to determine a more objective way of treating different skin types. Type I: no wrinkles (early photoaging) : Early Twenties Type II: wrinkles in motion (early to moderate photoaging): This is where we always want to live because we only have wrinkles when we make facial expressions. Type III: wrinkles at rest (advanced photoaging): Wrinkles that are always present. Type IV: only wrinkles (severe photoaging): Full face of wrinkles 



Skin Volume

• Assessed by compressing the skin horizontally on the face 
or asking the client to make dramatic facial expressions

• Thick skin requires deeper treatment for stimulation. Will 
take longer to heal.

• Thin skin responds better to less aggressive treatment and 
heals faster.
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Thicker skin means we have a lot more to work through, a lot more to stimulate and a lot more to turnover. This means we can work with a deeper peal but this also means we are going to have a lot more shedding and the down time is going to be a lot longer. This is similar to our hyper vascular types; more to shed and it takes a little longer to shed. When we have thinner skin, we don’t have a thicker layer to work through. They are going to have less down time and you are going to see results a lot faster. Also like vascularity, thickness of the skin will directly effect their sensory receptors. Thinner skin will feel more than someone with thicker skin. 



HYPERPIGMENTATION

Critical in determining depth of hyperpigmentation in the 
skin.  

Medium depth pigment in the skin cannot be seen with the
naked eye and must be assessed under a Wood’s lamp

Depth of pigment will determine length of treatment series
and appropriate home care in between treatments.
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Depth of Pigmentation helps the esthetician determine how many peels need to perform in a series to effectively address the pigment. Plus what types of treatment you want to do to address that pigment. If you have a client with extensive dermal pigment, you have to perform a more extended series of treatments. You will not get results form one treatment. 



HYDRATION
• Important to determine if a chemical peel is appropriate

• To assess use a Wood’s lamp

• Mild dehydration: light purple

• Severe dehydration: deep purple
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Hydration is of course referring to the water content in the surface of the skin. Hydration will help us determine how we will address the skin. If the skin is dehydrated, we can choose a peel that an ingredient  like L-Lactic Acid that releases natural cyanimides that help increase our natural oil/water balance and offers hydrating, moisture binding properties with an ingredient like fruit enzymes that will infuse a moisture binding humectant property.If you have a client with good hydration, you don’t have to focus on including those types of ingredients. You can focus on their skin concerns without hydration worries. Also, if a client is dehydrated, their sensory receptors are going to be hyperactive and they are going to feel more sensation during the treatment. 



SEBACEOUS ACTIVITY
• Important to determine skin prep for successful chemical 

peel penetration

• To assess, note level of oil production in key areas:
• Nose
• Cheeks
• Chin
• Forehead
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The client’s Sebaceous Activity is going to aid in determining how much the esthetician needs to degrease the skin to ensure optimal penetration of a chemical peels.  If the client’s skin is hyper sebaceous, more degreasing is necessary to ensure the skin is ready for peel application. If the skin is hypo sebaceous, less degreasing is required.  



THANK YOU
For more information:

educlasses@cosmedix.com
www.cosmedix.com
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